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“Everything that can be invented has been invented.”
Charles H. Duell, commissioner, US Office of Patents, 1899

Coming in September: Readers’ Choice Poll for Innovation Awards
L

TEST & MEASUREMENT

RF Power Meter, hand-held Model 3500 RF for field or
lab use, provides frequency range of 10 MHz to 6 GHz and
dynamic range of -63 to +20 dB, enabling it to measure signals
directly from device under test or through layers of cabling
and fixtures. Data can be captured and transferred to
computer via USB interface, allowing for trend or drift
analysis. Keithley Instruments Inc; (800) 688-9951
(440) 498-2746; Tech Contact: Ellen Modock
www.ieninfo.com/11074-319
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www.ieninfo.com/11074-320

ANTIFRAUD TECHNOLOGY

Security Paper, CheckProtect, has HeatStar

known as
Fingerprint, verifies original products and immediately identifies counterfeits; no additional markings
are required. It uses standard scanner to capture
image of object, which is sent over Internet to
secured server for comparison, via mathematical
algorithms, with stored reference image. AlpVision
SA; roland.meylan@alpvision; Tech Contact:
Roland Meylan

blue star pattern in blended thermochromatic ink.
HeatStar is activated by body heat, which can be
applied by rubbing finger over paper, and cannot be
duplicated with copiers, scanners, and printers. User
can confirm authenticity of document by observing
print change from colored to colorless and back.
Boise; (866) 221-5017 (630) 227-3433; Tech Contact:
Lisa Vail
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www.ieninfo.com/11074-321
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ID SYSTEM

Authentication System,

or circle 319 on card

MACHINING

L

LEAK DETECTION

Infrared Camera,

ThermaCAM GasFindIR, has IR imager
employing sensitive detector and cold filter to observe active
leaks of VOCs such as benzene, propane, and methane.
Real-time thermal images of gas leaks appear as
black smoke on-screen. Images can be sent
to off-the-shelf video recorder for
archiving, documenting, or emailing. FLIR Systems Inc; (800)
464-6372 (978) 901-8105;
Tech Contact: Michael
Rotigliano
www.ieninfo.com/11074-322
or circle 322 on card

Fine Boring Tool, Series TruLine Tool, is constructed of composite carbon fibers epoxied to stainless
steel cover or sleeve that can be final
machined with insert pockets, screw
holes, and wear pads. It promotes chatter-free
machining up to
30,000 rpm, when
combined with
polycrystalline
diamond guide
pads and length-todiameter ratios suited
for all spindles. Johnson Carbide Products Inc; (989) 7547499; Tech Contact: Richard Theriault
www.ieninfo.com/11074-323

Who says you can’t...
have it both ways?
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Varglas A397 and 343 Acrylic Sleevings

Holds Fast.

Available as either A397 (flexible) or 343 (less flexible),
both Varglas Acrylic Sleevings are resistant to most acids,
oils, organic solvents, water, cut–through and abrasion. They
are compatible with a wide range of wire enamels and are
designed to perform for long periods in a Class 155˚C range,
as well as at low temperatures, with no loss of electrical or
physical properties.
Varglas A397 and 343 Acrylic Sleevings are available in a
variety of colors and sizes in coils, cut lengths, or on spools.

Attach
packaging
labels

Glue Dots® Adhesive Products
provide an instant, clean bond.
No mess, no waste.
See how Glue Dots can impact
your productivity at
www.gluedots.com/equipment.

Send for our free sample folder.
Under ULʼs Component Program, both A337 and 343 Varglas Acrylics in Grade A are
recognized for 155˚C, 600 volt service-FiIe E63450. CSA FiIe LR58486. Conforms to
MIL-I-3190/3 and is listed on the Qualified Products List (QPL) for 155˚C service. Grade C-3
complies with VW-1-UL File E53690.

Applied Productivity

Varflex Corporation
512 W. Court St., Rome, NY 13440
315-336-4400 • Fax 315-336-0005
1-877-589-0657 • www.varflex.com
E-Mail: sales@varflex.com

www.ieninfo.com/11074-324
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(888) 688-7131

www.ieninfo.com/11074-325
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www.ieninfo.com/11074-326
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Glue Dots® is a registered trademark of Glue Dots International. ©2006 Glue Dots International
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